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Committee Presents Draft of Racial Harassment Policy
By Guy Tino
At a meeting of the full Senate on February 28, Professors Fred Baumann and Ric
Sheffield, two faculty members of the Senate
Subcommittee on Harassment, presented for
Senatorial review the committee's draft statement, titled "Statement on Harassment on
the Basis of Race, Sex, Sexual Orientation,
Age,
Handicap, Religion and National
Origin."
The document breaks new ground in that,
unlike any current College regulations, it
precisely defines what constitutes an act of
harassment as opposed to other kinds of offensive behaviors. This precision allows for
the student population at Kenyon to better
understand which behaviors might be construed as harassment; it also provides a
clearer set of standards for the College to implement in policing any harassment complaints.
The statement defines harassment in this
manner: (1) Any kind of physical,
or verbal conduct or expression which is
designed or intended to intimidate, insult, demean, taunt, annoy, injure, threaten,
humiliate, or hinder the academic or professional performance of an individual where
such conduct or expression is made because
of the individual's sex, race, color, age,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation,
handicap or disability." (2) The intention,
design or reason of the person charged with
violating this policy may be inferred from
non-verb-

al

that person's contemporaneous conduct or
statements befbre, during and after the conis the subject of a
duct or expression-whic- h
complaint or grievance, including any racial,
sexist, or similarly offensive slurs or epithets,
and by the totality of the facts, circumstances, and conduct surrounding the
subject conduct or expression."
Expressions of harassment encompassed
within this definition, and thereby enforceable by the College, include offensive
graffiti on an individual's workplace andor
home, offensive attribute-relate- d
humor
directed at an individual, electronic mail
messages, personal property destruction, verbal character abuse, threats of physical contact, and actual acts of unwanted violence.
Professor Sheffield said an important component di the statement is that it is directly
expressed by the College itself, indicating in
more certain terms Kenyon's commitment to
a more diverse and varied student population
free of harassment and hostility. While the
broad freedoms of expression previously set
out by the College still apply, Professor Sheffield stated there is a need to abide by the
general rules of the community, and therein
lies the need for an expanded conception of
the definition of harassment. He said by giving specific examples of harassment types,
students and faculty alike will be able to
distinguish between general offensive
behaviors and conduct or expressions more
readily identifiable as harassment.

Professor Baumann told the Collegian that
while the committee's statement casts a wider
net around which actions can be considered
harassment than a proposal argued in the
Senate last year, "in some ways I wish it could
be even more precise" in its definition. He
said the committee was from the start concerned about the protection of free speech:
"We all wanted to protect freedom of speech.
We all wanted as well to stigmatize and attack harassment . . . we've tried our best to
indicate the guidelines which provide the
balance they've tried to strike." Special pains
were taken, for example, to distinguish comments made in the classroom environment as
part of reasonable discussion from blatantly
offensive comments spoken with obvious intent of malice.

By Joyce Tecson

academic year would begin Wednesday, Nov.
27 and end Monday, Dec. 1. Reading days
would be Dec. 12, 13 and 15, and exams
would be given on Dec. !4 and Dec.
18. Classes would resume Monday,
Jan. 11, 1992. This would shorten the normal
Thanksgiving break from nine days to. four
days. Winter break would then be longer.
Liz Forman, registrar, and chair of the
calendar committee stresses that the proposal
is tentative and that the committee itself is
divided. Forman, "senses the faculty are not
enthusiastic," and "suspects the students
won't be either." Faculty members have
already been notified about the proposed
changes in the calendar. John Loud, Student
Council president and member of the calendar committee, presented the proposal to student council on Feb. 25.
Forman also stated, "each year the calendar committee tries to look with a new eye at
the academic calendar." This year's plan is
similar to a schedule implemented a few years
ago, but was not well received by the Kenyon
16-throug-

see
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threaten First Amendment rights, and
Senator Stephen Kennedy questioned how
the "intent" of the accused individual would
be determined by the College.
In a telephone interview, Mr. Rust said
the document was "in the exact spirit" of
every other College regulation, with
"characteristic" generalization that does not
leave enough powers of determination to the
students. He also reiterated his strong belief
that the statement violates the freedoms
guaranteed in the First Amendment of the
Constitution. Mr. Rust would prefer that the
College not have such a statement at all and
see
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Area Resident Arrested for Rape

Kenyon Considers Calendar Changes
The Kenyon Calendar Committee is in the
process of proposing a plan for the 1991-9- 2
academic year. If accepted, the new calendar
will include a shortened Thanksgiving bjeak,-on- e
extra reading day during first semester
and will allow students to leave a few days
earlier for winter vacation.
According to Thomas J. Edwards, dean of
students, the proposal was suggested because
of two factors. Dean Edwards explained that
some faculty members were concerned that
the 10 day Thanksgiving Break, "disturbs
class rhythm and momentum." These faculty
members claim that a full week away from
classes so close to first semester exams is
counterproductive to semester courses. The
second reason for the change is the cost of
transportation to students; under the present
system, students return to Kenyon after Fall
Break and leave two and one half weeks later
for winter break. The new system would encourage students to stay on campus for fall
break.
Fall break for the proposed 1991-9- 2

According to the Minutes taken at the
meeting, Senator Tyler Rust expressed concern that the statement as it stands would

h

By Beth Staples
Earlier this month Paul W. Lepley of
Mount Vernon was sentenced to 14 years in a
state prison for the rape of a Mount Vernon
woman on Sept. 6, 1989 and for the kidnapping and attempted rape of another woman
from Mount Vernon in 1987. His sentence
was later reduced to 12 years.
Officials believe that Lepley may have been
involved in two unsolved rape cases in Knox
County including the Dec. 1987 rape of a
Kenyon student in the New Apartments.
Lepley was not confirmed as a suspect in the
Kenyon rape, although court records revealed that he was questioned by the authorities
about the rape.
Lepley and his attorneys agreed to state
ordered blood tests to match his DNA to
semen samples from the other two rape vic

tims. Preliminary DNA tests revealed that
Lepley's blood type was of the same type as
the semen samples. Further complex DNA
test will be done by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Washington D.C.
The Knox County Sheriffs office refused
to comment on the Kenyon rape. They have
not confirmed if there are any suspects in the
case or if Lepley will be named as a suspect if
the DNA tests are positive.
According to the Mount Vernon News,
Lepley had cuffed and taped his victims
mouths shut. He also threatened his victims
with death and intimidated them into not
reporting the incidents to the authorities
through his high ranking connections with
the Sheriffs Department. He served in the
Sheriffs Department for eight months in the
early 1980s as a Special Deputy.

Wilhelmto ResignFromCDC
By Tamar Gargle
Assistant Director of the Career Development Center, Hoyte L. Wilhelm, recently announced his resignation in order to accept a
new position at the College of Wooster.
Wilhelm will leave Kenyon on June 1st to
become Wooster's Director of Career
Development and Placement.
According to Wilhelm the facility he will
head has recently been enlarged and remodeled. The full time staff consists of one career
counselor, one administrative intern, a Secretary to the Director and two to four recent
graduates that are employed as peer
counselors. Although the two offices are
comparable overall, Wooster's center is
organized and staffed slightly differently
than Kenyon's. Wooster has built a separate

71

room - into their offices for on campus
recruiting. Wilhelm explained that Wooster
draws more on campus recruiters because of
their close proximity to Cleveland and other
Ohio industrial centers. He remarked that
Wooster's CDC has a "very healthy operating

budget, compatible to Kenyon's."
see
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THE READERS WRITE

The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All
and are
submissions must be signed and typed, double-space- d
due Tuesdays at noon in the Gund Commons mailbox. The Editors reserve the right to edit all material while maintaining the
original intent of the submission. Letters .jnd columns do not
necessarily reflect the views of the staff.

Selection Process for Commencement
Speaker Requires Change
With graduation less than 60 days away, Kenyon College still doesn't have a commencement speaker. While this may come as a surprise to many students, the situation
is nothing new to the Kenyon campus.
Each year seniors are asked to vote on whom they would like as a commencement
speaker. The results of this vote are then sent to the president who makes a final decision on whom to invite. Six hundred dollars and two nights lodging at the Kenyon Inn
are offered to the individual as an encouragement to come speak. An honorary degree
might also be used as an incentive to woo a prospective orator.
Normally at about this time of the year, the college's senior staff scrambles to find
someone who will serve as a speaker for the paltry offerings. Many of the big name individuals that the. college invites respond to Kenyon's request by asking for a sum like
$25,000 (all in a day's work!). The senior staff then scrambles and squirms a little more,
hoping to discover either a famous alumnus or a friend of a friend of a trustee who will
do the job for a more reasonable price.
However, by the time President Jordan calls his first choice as a commencement
speaker, many colleges on a par with Kenyon have already made a down payment on
the $25,000 owed to the individual that they have selected.
Maybe their president had the sense to act upon the issue before February of 1990.
Timing probably does have something to do with this.
Maybe their president had the sense to realize that if you're really going to play the
commencement speaker game you can't skimp and also always get the big names that
everyone wants to hear. Like it or not, we live in a capitalist world. True philanthropy
went out with Averill Harriman.
Maybe their president allowed students to have a real say as to who was picked as a
commencement speaker. The current Kenyon selection process is reminiscent of a
Chicago election during Mayor Daley Sr.'s tenure everybody can vote, but only one
vote really counts.
Maybe our college just can't afford a fee of $25,000. If that is the case, then Kenyon
should stop saying that it's of the same caliber as a school that can afford $25,000. Kenyon students pay around the same amount for tuition as students of other small liberal
arts colleges or even Ivy league institutions. It's not our fault that the college doesn't
have a large endowment.
But what if Kenyon went a step further and refused to play the commencement speaker
game at all? We could be trend setters, just forget about the whole idea of a commencement speaker, and save ourselves the time, agony and money. Does having a celebrity
r
prepared speech really provide for a smoother
like Donald Trump deliver a
transition from studying Aristotle one day to working for Calfee Halter & Griswold the
next? And what is to be really learned from someone so dedicated to public service that
it took $25,000 to get them here in the first place? Further, how many pearls of wisdom
e
Kenyon alumni(ae)' itching for the speech to end so they can
are absorbed by
open up the Mumm de Mumm and start living in the real world?
Unfortunately, this would never happen because it's just too simple and inexpensive
an idea.
half-hou-

soon-to-b-

Written by Members

of the Editorial Board

Abortion Reflects Woman's Selfishness
To the Editors:
Once again, I am writing in response to the
recent debate regarding abortion, particularly Karen Riley's letter in which she stated her
views about abortion not being a moral issue,
I
but an issue of "calculated
believe this is true, but in reality, aren't all of
our morals (by which we usually expect
others to live, such as not to murder, not to
steal, or freedom of speech) actually entwined
(We don't want
with our own
to be murdered, robbed, or deprived of our
right to speak our minds.) I see abortion as a
moral issue, because I think it is a case of a
woman making a completely selfish choice,
in that she thinks only of herself and ignores
the right of the person she helped to create.
I understand her anger at men who pretend
they have no responsibility to this new person; and yes, sex is a choice made by two
people. However, in light of what most every
woman knows that she is the only one who
can become pregnant and who usually suffers
alone in the event of an unwanted pregnancy
I think it is the woman
who makes the
final decision about having sex. Except in the
cases of rape or incest (which account for less
than one percent of all abortions) no one forces
a woman to have sex. Essentially, sex must be
her choice alone because it is she who inevitably faces the result.
I respect the woman who plans ahead and
uses contraception, but we all know that
birth control fails. We women must think of
this before having sex. Professor Cohen's
analogy of the "people seeds" supposedly
justifies the right of a woman who has used
birth control to "pluck the people seed which
managed to escape the special "screen" from
its place . . . and discard it even though it
results in its death." I find this argument to
self-interest-

self-interes-

be

."

t?

totally irrelevant.

Let's

not

kid

"people seeds" (or sperm, as they
ourselves
are more commonly known) do not fly
around the atmosphere and mysteriously
land in a woman's uterus. Usually (at least I
have never heard otherwise) she has had sex,
thereby allowing herself to take the risk of
becoming pregnant. On this point, I must
agree with" J. Prince and T. Patterson (even if

they are men) when they say that "when a
couple or ultimately, a woman decides to
In
have sex, they are making a choice
almost all cases when a couple chooses to
have sex, they recognize the possible consequences." When a woman makes this initial
choice, she need only take into consideration
her own interest. But after she is pregnant,
there is another person's interest involved.
For me to tell you not to have premarital
sex would be forcing a religious belief on
you. This is not my intention. But I don't
think you can disagree that sex is a responsibility. A woman needs to consider before
engaging in sex whether or not she thinks she
is responsible enough to face the possible
consequences. And if she doesn't think she
could handle having a baby, then (if she is intelligent) she does not have sex.
Sincerely,
Kate Blanchard 92

...

Middle Path Day

Returns
To the Editor:
This Saturday, March 31, marks the date
for an important annual event held during
the spring since 1971 Middle Path Day.
Middle Path Day consists of a joint effort between the Kenyon and Gambier communities
in planting projects and campus cleanup. In
light of growing environmental concerns and
such events as Earth Day, this Saturday takes
on additional importance because it provides
a modest but important way for becoming
environmentally active as well as just being
environmentally aware. Middle Path Day will
take place between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Yet, just a half hour of time contributed to
the day will help to make the day a success. If
you have questions about the day, they can
either be answered at the information table in
front of the Bookstore on Saturday, by
Grounds Supervisor Steve Vadin (5132), or
the members of the Buildings and Grounds
Committee -- Meryl Brott (5452), Mike Nuz-z(5480), Heather Peske (5479) or Mark
Vacha (5478).
The Buildings and Grounds Committee
o

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
year are now available in the
Student Council budget request forms for the 1990-9Gund Commons Student Activity Center. Student Organizations who want to request
year must return this completed form to the Gund Commons Stufunds for the 1990-9dent Activities Center by Friday, April 6, 1990 at 4:00 p.m. On Tuesday, April 3, 1990
at 7:30 p.m. in Philomathesian Hall, there will be a MANDATORY budget workshop,
led by Don Thomas, Student Council Treasurer and Stewart Fitz Gibbon, Director of
Student Housing Services. The purpose of this workshop is to review guidelines for
completing budget request forms, to provide helpful hints to organizations as they
develop their financial plans, to explain Student Council's budgeting procedures, and to
answer any questions student organizations might have.
Each organization is expected to have a representative present at this workshop
(preferrably the treasurer or president). Finance Committee and Student Council will
not be able to consider your organization's request if a group representative is not in attendance. Please direct any questions to Don Thomas, pbx 5470, or Roseann Hayes,
Gund Commons, pbx 5217 or 5661.
In the fall of this year, Finance Committee and Student Council proposed that the
Student Activities Fee, from which student organization allocations are obtained, be
This increase, which received support in the form of a positive vote from the
student body, has been approved by the Board of Trustees. Student Council and the
Finance Committee strongly encourage all registered student organizations to submit a
budget proposal if they need funding for next year's activities.
Respectfully submitted,
Don Thomas
Student Council Treasurer
1
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Talented Cast Succeeds Despite Melodramatic Script
By Jennifer Sampson
Watching the recent Senior Thesis production of Peter Shaffer's Five Finger Exercise
seemed to me to be similar to witnessing a
kind of a war between the script and the actors. I must first admit that I was disapand
pointed with Shaffer's
d
symmelodramatic speeches,
bolism, and what seemed to be a lack of
focus. Then, with equal candor, I must say
that I admire the production's attempts to
overcome these problems. Despite the seeming implausibility of the script, this production held my interest and, for much of the
time, encouraged me to suspend my disbelief.
Mark Ax's first direction of a "straight
productplay" (as opposed to the review-typ- e
ion of GREAT'S Brecht on Brecht earlier
this year) was successful overall. His blocking
at many times was both effective and innovative, as In the scene of the mock history
lesson between Clive and Pam. At other
times, however, it seemed that the blocking
was awkward for the actors or inappropriate
to the mood of the scene. This awkwardness
seems to be, at least in part, an outgrowth of
the script.
Tom Witherspoon found interesting com-edi- c
undertones in his role as the
Clive Harrington and played them
wonderfully. For example, the comedic
scenes of interaction with his sister were
some of the most believable and touching in
the play. The intimacy shown between these
long-wind-

ed

heavy-hande-

self-searchi-

ng

display of power for the benefit of her less
cultured husband. And her admiration of the
tutor is uncovered as a less "cultured" desire
than it first appears. With few exceptions,
Porter-Jonetackling of the changes in the
character was both subtle and convincing.
Ellen Samberg gave a completely engaging
performance as the teenage daughter,
She avoided the
Pamela Harrington.
stereotypical rendition of the adolescent girl
and made the girl's quirks and struggles interesting to watch. She was believable, not
only in that she appeared to be a middle teen,
but also in that her character was completely
plausible in the family setting. Her
and sweetness seemed a reaction
against the strained atmosphere, rather than
a purely arbitrary character trait.
Eric Ziegenhagen's portrayal of the father
often seemed in direcf contradiction with the
comments of other characters about Stanley

two characters provided an excellent contrast
to the strained relationships Clive had with
the other family members. Witherspoon was
less successful with the tragic elements of
Clive's character. The character's emotions
during scenes of conflict seemed overplayed
at times. Although he made an excellent
choice in showing attempts to suppress emotion rather than exploding, the very suppression was sometimes overdone. Overall, his
portrayal was a believable one, despite the in-

s'

herent melodramatic nature of Shaffer's
dialogue.

approach to the role
Laura Porter-Joneof Louise Harrington was intriguing to
watch. The role seemed to unfold as additional aspects of the character gradually came
to light. What appeared in the first scene to
be a mother's somewhat obsessive relationship with her son is later revealed to be a

light-heartedne-

s'

Decipeda's work, all in charcoal, ranges
from two nude studies series, which seem fo
trace the nude from a recognizeable form ine
to curvilinear abstractions, to over
portraits of his friends and family, which
nevertheless retain an incredible sense of intimacy. With regards to his Christian faith,
the artist states in a personal statement included in the exhibit: "My work is in a sense
trying to get hold of that spirituality, the intangible soul force that comes from within
and in doing so letting it shine through my
artwork."
Suzy Greenberg's, in contrast, seems to be
dealing with the idea of woman; her
neuroses, her
and her
Working with fabric and mixed

By Stephanie Rieke
The artwork of three Kenyon seniors,
Elmer Decipeda, Suzy Greenberg, and Andrew Todd, is now on exhibit in Olin Gallery
as the culmination of the student's senior exercises in studio art. The varied subject matter and media present in the style of the three
artist's work makes for an extremely interesting exhibit.

life-siz-

self-sufficien-

prologue," Shakespeare
"What's past
succinctly noted in The Tempest. Mindful of
that dictum, this year's celebration of 20
years of women students at Kenyon College
continues with a colloquium to discuss
"What Futures for Women at Kenyon?" The
lectures, panel discussions and films will take
place on Thursday and Friday, March 29 and
30, at various sites on the college's campus.
The colloquium will open and close with
the inspirational short videos One Fine Day
and Take the Power, shown in the Olin
Auditorium. An opportunity to meet and
speak casually with the speakers and guests
will be provided by dinner in Gund Snack
Shop at 5:30 p.m. on Thursday and a closing
dinner in the Peirce Hall Shoppes at 5:30
p.m. on Friday.
The colloquium formally opens Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. with "The Male Question in
Feminism," a lecture addressing what place
should have in a women's studies program. The featured speaker is Bette Tallen,
associate professor and chair of the department of women's studies at .Mankato State
University in Minnesota. In addition to her
extensive public speaking for the National
Women's Studies Association, Tallen has
also served as an associate
professor of
political science at Northeastern Illinois University and an associate professor of social
science at Columbia College,
both in
Chicago. Utilizing this background, Tallen
has taught a wide spectrum of both traditional and feminist courses, the latter including "Perspectives on Women and
Change," "Women and American History," and a
political science graduate seminar in feminist
thought.
Following Tallen's lecture, she will
a discussion with Joan Straumanis, dean of
Rollins College in Florida and a former
As the first
academic dean at Kenyon.
woman to hold the rank of full professor and
men

co-cha-

ir

soft-spoke-

played it with consistency.
- The tutor role was well played by Andrew
Ludington. Despite some minor inconsisten-

cies in the way he related to the family (his
reserve with Louise and Stanley sometimes
gave way to joking usually shown only with
the daughter), the portrayal was a solid one.
Overall, it appears that the actors achieved
victory despite the script, and the production
was a success. Yet, as is the case with most
wars, it is unfortunate that the battle was
necessary. I would have liked to have seen the
talent of this production applied to a more
plausible script, for then the victory could
have been more complete.

Olin Exhibits Senior Collection of Art Exercises

Straumanis Returns to Speak
is

ss

Harrington's personality of a bully. I think
that his choice, however, was both imn
aginative and wise. A
father
character allowed for interesting levels of
emotion in the show, and Ziegenhagen

the first woman in the senior administration
at Kenyon, Straumanis was instrumental in
establishing numerous nontraditional programs, including the international studies interdisciplinary major, the Summer Science
the student-teachScholars Program, and
education program. Both the lecture
and the subsequent discussion will take place
in Philomathesian Hall.
Friday afternoon, from 3:30 p.m. until
5:30 p.m. in Olin Auditorium, the colloquium continues as "a panel of distinguished
guests and respondents dip into the well of
future waters to bring to the surface changes
women want to make happen at Kenyon and
why," according to Kathryn L. Edwards,
associate professor of biology at Kenyon.
Moderated by Jane Wemhoener,
studies director at the college, the panel
features Straumanis; Joan Cadden, professor
of history; Nancy Davis, faculty secretary
and chair of the staff portion of the President's Advisory Committee on the Status of
Women at Kenyon; and Cheryl Steele, assistant dean of students; Kat Anderson, visiting
professor of religion and alumnae; Fran
Carr, a 1989 graduate; and seniors Buffy
Branch and Jenny Neiderhouser. Among
them, these women represent more than two
with the distaff
decades of involvement
members of the college's faculty, administration, staff and student body.
As respondents to issues raised in the lecother
tures and panel presentations,
representatives of the Kenyon community
will join in the discussion. Among them are
secretary and direcSusan Balboni,
tor of the Kenyon Crafts Center; Eleanor
Loucks, biology department secretary; Jamie
Peelle, reference librarian and member of the
Women's and Gender Studies Committee;
and fellow committee member and associate
professor of psychology Linda Smolak.
5-ST-

off-camp-

5-ST-

see
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Komunyakaa's Reading to Complete
1989-9- 0
Season of Poetry Circuit

er

EP,

self-estee- m.

cy,

media, Greenberg presents such statements
as the piece, Why Chocolate Chip Cookies
are Better Than Men, with its huge image of
a woman and her hips driving away four
potential suitors, and the fascinating installation piece, An Evening With the Ladies,
which incorporates women's bodies into the
furniture of a sitting room.
Andrew Todd's work consists of pen and
ink and mixed media drawings which seem
cartoonish, almost caracitures. Pictures such
With Bone and the series,
it
as
Four Basic Elements That Make a Dog
Happy, employ a canine theme. The latter
includes dog symbols such as a bone and a
niches in the wood
stick in

Assisted by a National Endowment for the
Arts Creative Writing Fellowship, he finished
his third collection of poetry, Copacetic,
which was published in 1984.

8N

us

Poet Yusef Komunyakaa reads on Sunday

;

I

Ohio
The final reading in the 1989-9- 0
Poetry Circuit series takes place on Sunday,
April 1, at 8:00 p.m. in Peirce Hall Lounge.
The guest reader is Yusef Komunyakaa,
associate professor of English and Afro-- ;
American Studies at Indiana University.
Born in Bogalus, LA, Komunyakaa served
in Vietnam as a correspondent and editor of
The Southern Cross. He received a Bronze
Star for his combat duty and returned to
America to pursue studies at the University
of Colorado. Two years after acquiring his
B.A. there, he published his first book of
poetry, Dedications and Other Darkhorses.
Another volume, Lost in the Bonewheel Factory, followed as Komunyakaa completed his
M.A. at Colorado State University and his
M.F.A. in creative writing (poetry) at the
University of California at Irvine in 1980.
After returning to Louisana as an instructor at the University of New Orleans,
Komunyakaa was named
for elementary-schoo- l
students there in 1984.
poet-in-the-scho-

ols

Moving to Indiana University in 1985,
Komunyakaa was appointed visiting assistant
professor of poetry. His poems had moved
away somewhat from the Southern inspiration of New Orleans and began encompassing more Southeast Asian influences. He also
taught courses evoking that same influence: a
senior seminar on "Literature on the Vietnam
War Experience" and "Literature and Public
Life History and Literature of the Vietnam
War experience," which he continues to include in his repertoire. He published Toys in
a Field in 1986 and has published almost
biennially since; Apologize for the Eyes in
My Head appeared in 1986 and Dien Cat Dau
debuted in 1988, also completed with funding
from a National Endowment for the Arts
Creative Writing Fellowship.
His 1986 collection quotes poet Czeslaw
Milosz, "What is poetry which does not
save Nations or people?" Following the
lead of his own poetry, Komunyakaa has extended his academic attention to other arts,
poetry,
such as early
autobiographical writings by artists, and contemporary black poetry. He also spent a portion of the past year in
Australia as the guest editor of Callaloo,
working on a special issue dedicated to contemporary Australian aboriginal literature,
Afro-Americ-

an

post-bicentenn-

and art.
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A Day in the Life of President Jordan
By John E. Grant

had the pleasure of spending
several days observing President Philip H.
Jordan, Jr. in action. Contrary to popular
job
belief, Kenyon's Commander-in-Chief- s
description does entail more than walking the
dog and speaking at commencement. He is
involved at both the micro and the macro
level of the college's activities.
At 8:30 on our first morning together,
President Jordan and I met with Douglas
Givens, Vice President for Development in
the president's Ransom Hall office. Givens
reported on the fundraising efforts that the
college had in progress, and the president's
schedule concerning fundraising efforts in
the near future. I quickly began to see the importance of the president's relationship with
the local community, the network of Kenyon
alumni, and other individuals who donate to
the college on a regular basis.
Later that morning,' the V.P. for Finance
(Joseph G. Nelson) gave his weekly report to
the president. Nelson explained to me that he
was responsible for planning the budget and
managing the Kenyon endowment. He gave
the president his opinions concerning the
upgrading of the VAX system, the probability of renovating the New Apartments and the
Bexley apartments, and the possibility of
.paving the remaining tributaries of Middle
Path.
Then the president met with Roslyn Warren, his 'executive secretary. She and the
president confirmed his appointments for the
board meeting of the Columbus Academy (a
I recently

private school for boys), a lunch with Dr.
Frank Hale, and a Rotary luncheon in honor
of local Kenyon student Carmen Posada.
Warren stressed the need to organize the
president's time effectively so that it is used
wisely. When I asked about the president's
habits, I was told that he is a fiscal conservative who usually drives himself to meetings
and sometimes even eats at McDonald's to
save time and money.
Next on our schedule was a meeting with
Vice President for Information and ComMoberg
puting Services, Tom Moberg.

reported to the president on the issue of
unauthorized use of computer software with
regards to the college's liability statement,
and the problems concerning the overloading
of the Kenyon computer system. Jordan explained that the computing services are a high
priority to the college, and as such, Moberg's
current position was created to reflect the
college's increased emphasis on having quality computing services.
After lunch, Provost Reed Browning
reported to the president. Browning defined
his position along the lines of keeping track
of the academic realm of Kenyon. His job
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President Philip H. Jordan, Jr.

description includes: organizing searches for
and recruiting new faculty, reviewing current
faculty and reporting to the president
regularly on his activities. Having served as
acting president during President Jordan's
sabbatical, Browning spoke of his new found
admiration for the presidency. The president
commented on his position by stressing his
commitment to "carefully considered and
deliberate actions." When pressed on the
issue of mistakes that have been made in the
past, Jordan quipped wryly, "brooding over
mistakes is not fruitful."
The president's student open hour was pro

Every Interest Easily

ductive. William Whitmoyer '90 came to inquire about the college's negligence with
regard to the American flag. Whitmoyer was
distraught at the fact that the college was not
taking down the American flag daily, nor was
it shining a light on the flag as required by
law should the flag be flown at night. The
president immediately walked over to the
security and safety offices to get to the bottom of the situation. Currently, the flag has a
spotlight shining on it after dark.
The following day, the first thing on our
agenda was a meeting with Dean Thomas J.
Edwards. Dean Edwards spoke with the
.

president concerning the Drug Free Schools
and Communities Acts which authorizes institutions of higher learning to give a higher
profile to drug and alcohol education. Dean
Edwards explained that a package was about
to go out to al students with information
about drug and alcohol abuse as a part of the
college's response to the new laws. He then
profiled the new Kenyon AIDS policy, which
the college should be sending out to all
students in the near future. Also included in
that day's schedule were Chaplain Andrew
Foster and Professor Carlos Piano of the
Modern Foreign Langages department.
As can be seen, the daily activities of the
president vary widely. While I only sampled
several meetings with Kenyon officials, I was
enabled to get the feel for the rhythm of the
president's activities aj; Kenyon. Each senior
staff member reports weekly to him, and in
addition, other members of the Kenyon community often aid and advise the president.
The president also serves as an important
link with the community. For example, he
serves on the loan committee of the First
Knox National Bank and on the board of the
Columbus Academy. It is his responsibility to
attend functions such as the Rotary luncheon. Further, he often travels to expand
upon the ties already made with members of
the world community, and develop new relations which benefit the college. All this work
makes one wonder how the president is able
to make time to walk his dog and write his
speech for the following year's

The Changing Faces of Kenyon

Satisfied at Kenyon
By Shax F. Riegler

Starting a new club at Kenyon is very easy.
Roseann Hayes, director of student activities
and organizations, says the process "is really
simple and basic. This is one great benefit of
Kenyon." The liberal approach Kenyon takes
toward allowing people to drganize and
become official is probably the best way to explain the surprisingly high number of new
clubs started at Kenyon this year. Since last
September, 14 new groups have been started
The road to official status is relatively
easy. The organizing students make an appointment with Hayes and go to rjer office to
explain what it is they want to do. If such a
group already exists, Hayes tries to "channel
them in that direction, because of the limited
resources available." Many groups compete
for the pool of funds from the Student Activities Fee everyone pays along with their tuition. However, if the idea is really original or
the students are adamant, they move onto the
next phase. They are given a very short and
simple form called "Registration of an

Undergraduate Organization" to fill out. The
completed frm is taken by the Student Affairs Committee (SAC), headed by April
Garrett '92. This branch of the Student
Council reviews the form and asks the student to come to a meeting and make a presentation and to answer questions about their
group. If the SAC approves the club, it is officially recognized by the Student Council.
Hayes reviews the application, sends the student an information packet, and assigns the
group a mailbox in her office. That is how a
group becomes official.
Official status is very desirable for a group
at Kenyon. An unofficial group may have a
great deal of difficulty. Official groups have
access to Student Council funds and are able
to establish a student account number for
their group. They have access to school
vehicles and are able to reserve meeting
space. Such groups are also part of an
established information line. They are much
easier to contact.
Of course, official status does not mean
immediate access to funding. A group started
after the budget has been made, cannot be included. For this reason, most new groups are
slow to start because of monetary problems.
But, says Hayes, many "have been doing well
this year because they held immediate fundraisers." She also encourages similar groups
to coordinate their efforts.
Cheryl Steele assistant dean of students,
handles all of the collegiate groups, which include, WKCO, the Collegian, the Kenyon

Common Grounds is going where? Food served in the Library? What is going on
around here? We at the Collegian figured that there would be innumerable opinions of
the Common Grounds annex in'the library. So, one fine morning, we ventured to the
scene of the crime, the Olin Atrium, just to find out what the average,
and articulate Kenyon student thought, of the coffee shop moving into their valuable
study turf.
hard-workin- g,
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"It will be much more centrally
located. Everyone on campus will be
able to get there. There are so many
people in the library and the library
needs a place for study breaks."
Shelly Webb
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political, religious, and recreational groups
are handled in Hayes' office. It is interesting
to note that the majority of new groups on
campus this year are either religious or
political. This year's new organizations are:
Ashes, ASIA, Christian Science Organization, Harcourt Student Group, ITEK, Kenyon Graphix, the Kenyon Observer,
People for. Choice -- N ARAL, the
Society, the Sky Diving Club, Son Life,
Students for Progressive Action NO
(SPAN), and Worldly Wisdom.
Obviously, if a club does not satisfy an interest you have, you can always start your
own.

r I

Pre-La-

"I think that it's a great idea. It will be
a fantastic way for Common Grounds
to sell their product. More people will
be here and they will buy it." Tom

Shinabeck

"90

"I don't think the library needs to be
anymore social than it already
&."-A- nne
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Win

Wins Watson to Study South African Churches
By Becki Miller

Watson Fellowship provides money
do what they've always wanted
do. It lets people follow their dreams."
Kenyon senior Win Boerckel
In his words,
follow his dream to South Africa to
jdy the role of the church in the midst of
artheid, legalized racial segregation. Boer-,e- l
is one of 76 winners nationwide of the
estigious Watson Fellowship. It provides a
;,000 grant for recent college graduates to
jdy abroad for 12 months in a project of
;irown design. Boerckel was chosen as one
four nominees from Kenyon who combed nationally for the fellowship.
The

,r

people to

II

project concerns two
subject areas. First is the role the
urch plays in resistance to apartheid. Boer- explained that with South Atricas
:;laration of a state of emergency in recent
irs came a ban on groups acting for a
aceful end to apartheid. Yet, the church
ssesses a unique status
not a political
organize and
e, but one that can similarly
mmunicate to members. Boerckel used the
ample of mass meetings in the form of
nerals or Masses featuring social justice
:mons against apartheid.
'With no option for peaceful, political
ange, the church filled that role," Boerckel
BoerckePs winning

iin

Ael

Med.

A second issue Boerckel will raise in his
study is the problems faced by the South
African church in creating an integrated
community of believers. Comparing the
situation to many U.S. churches, Boerckel
said, "Although the rolls might show blacks
next to whites, that's not always the case in
reality. For instance, there might be an 8:30
service for blacks and a 10:00 one for whites.
With integration in the church, I want to
know: how does it work and how well?"
Boerckel added that the question about
church integration is the idea he believes is
"tame enough" to get him into South Africa.
With the help of Andrew Foster who is the
Kenyon chaplain and faculty advisor on this
project, Boerckel hopes to be sponsored by
the Episcopal Church.
In the wake of sweeping changes occurring
in South Africa in the past few months, the
legalization of groups such as the African
National Congress (ANC) and the release of
leader Nelson Mandela, Boerckel thinks the timing of his study is ideal.
"People will be very excited and, I hope, willing to talk about their lives, both before the
changes and their hopes for the future."
anti-aparthe-

id

Boerckel's own future plans have been affected by the opportunity his Watson
Fellowship created. The English literature
major envisions eventually entering graduate
school and a possible career in journalism.

for now, the Watson Fellowship
dominates Boerckel's promising future. The
native of West Islip, N.Y. plans
to travel to Port Elizabeth, South Africa in
August or September. Boerckel is not sure
whether his study will include a job in addition.
"I'm flying on a wing and a prayer," Boerckel said. "I've been told that with most Watson Fellowships, you let the project develop,
and things change."
The program's minimal guidelines do
quire that Boerckel submit brief quarterly
reports on his progress and, at the end, a synthesis of his work and detailed account of
mo'ney spent. Boerckel eagerly anticipates the
final group meeting of all the Watson Fellows
to share the results of their work:
Taking a history class which was taught by
Clifton Crais and featured South African
As

Richard Rodriguez will
Kenyon College to discuss his develop- ent as a writer, his controversial views on
iucation and affirmative action, and his
inflicts as a successful Catholic Mexican-aierica- n
in a predominantly Protestant
hire country. He will offer a lecture on "The
iblic Life and the Life of the Writer" on
ionday, April 2, at 8:00 p.m. and a discus-a- n
of his written works at 11:10 a.m. on
jesday, April 3. Both events will take
ace in Peirce lounge.
k significant
portion of Rodriguez's
jblished work addresses the centrality of
iguage to a person's development and
iblic identity. His autobiography, Hunger
! Memory:
The Education of Richard
yodriguez, meditates on his journey through
ie American
educational system and his
proofing from both his Hispanic family
g
adition and his
scholastic
st

it

immigrants,
The son of Mexican-America- n
unable to speak English when he entered a
California elementary school, Rodriguez
went on to earn a master's degree and a
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speakers whom Boerckel interviewed, helped
to spark the idea for the project. Also, Boerckel's year in the Exeter program gave him a
different perspective and increased interest in
global events. "I felt closer to the rest of the
world and found out how much you can
learn just from living in a different place,"
Boerckel said.
After his college career with the Collegian
and Kenyon Journal, Social Board, fencing,
as a resident advisor, and now a Watson
Fellow, Boerckel will begin a journey away
from The Hill . . . and beyond.
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Watson Winner Win Boerckel

FUN

Play by Howard Korder
Starring Tim Staley and
Martin Dockery
Directed by Gerard Lynn
See it this Friday and Saturday
night in the Gund Game Room
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Mexican-America- n

family; "the language of their Mexican past
critic Le Anne Schreiber explains, Rodriguez
sounded in counterpoint to the English of "could not withstand the irony of being
counted a 'minority' when in fact the irreverpublic society." In fact, Rodriguez's parents
sibly successful effort of his life had been to
were eventually "intimidated by what they
had worked so diligently to bring about: the 'become a fully assimilated member of the
majority." Rodriguez argues against affirmintegration of their son into the larger world
ative action since "the program has primarily
of gringo life, so that he, unlike they thembenefited people who are no longer disadvanselves, could go far, become, one day,
powerful, educated," as Paul Zweig noted in taged by ignoring the educational problems
the New York Times Book Review.
of people who are genuinely disadvantaged,
Rodriguez's autobiography painfully details
people who cannot read or write."
the conflict he felt: "If, because of my
"No one seemed troubled by the fact that
schooling, I had grown culturally separated
those who were in the best position to benefit
from my parents, my education had finally
from such reforms were those . . . least vicgiven me ways of speaking and caring about
timized by racism or any other social opprethat fact." In fact, he won a Christopher ssionthose culturally, if not always econAward for "writing about those very things omically, of the middle class."
Similarly, Rodriguez feels that bilingual
my mother has asked me to to reveal . . .
'telling the gringos about how 'divided' you education is not a practical solution to immigrants' lack of assimilation. "To me,
feel from the family. ' "
Rodriguez, having attained the goals he public educators in a public schoolroom have
and his parents had sought for him under the an obligation to teach a public language.
Public language isn't just English or Spanish
aegis of "minority student," now disagrees
or any other formal language. It is the
with the very policies that helped him to
achieve those goals. As New York Times
see RODRIGUEZ page eight
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Swimming Teams Roll Lucky
Is it any surprise to hear that the swimmers
have done it again? That the Lords have cap-

tured their eleventh and the Ladies their
seventh straight national titles? When is it going to end? The Kenyon swim team is clearly
in a class of its own. With this year's victories
at Nationals, the swim team has set the
NCAA record for the most consecutive national titles in any sport in any division, and
head coach Jim Steen has broken the record
for the most NCAA coaching career titles
ever. He has now won eighteen national
titles, beating Ted Banks from the University
of Texas at El Paso, who won seventeen titles
in cross country and track and field from
1974 to 1981. It seems clear that with this
year's victories at Nationals, the Lords and
Ladies swimming teams have been the teams

of the 1980's. Into a new decade, we wonder
if this can possibly continue.
While everyone was away for Spring
Break, the swim team remained at Kenyon to
prepare for Nationals which for the women
were held at Williams College the weekend of

March 9th. Despite the fact that senior Missi
Nelson became ill the week before and one
relay was disqualified, the Ladies managed to
stave off a threat from the University of
California at San Diego who had been ranked
above the Ladies in the national polls all
season. After the second night of competition, UCSD had narrowed Kenyon's lead to
48 points. Last year, Kenyon won by over 300

points.
Head coach Jim Steen said that "This
championship gave the Ladies a chance to see
what it's like to be in a close meet, and they
did a great job. We never gave up and it
showed in the last day. San Diego gave us a

good meet."
Assistant Coach Maureen Murett added,
"This is the biggest challenge we've had in the
last five years. I'm proud of the way the team
accepted the challenge and went after the victory. We developed as a team and swam to
the best of our abilities."
Out of a total of twenty events Kenyon
won six of them including four of the five
relays.
Twelve Ladies earned 44
honors. Winning individual titles
All-Americ- an

Banquet Honors Winter Athletes
Kenyon College honored 141 athletes and
seniors at its annual winter sports banquet,
held Tuesday night in Peirce Hall.
Honored as the most valuable player in
their respective sports were B.J. Kenyon
(Worthington, Ohio; Madison MI), men's
basketball; Leslie Douglas (Cleveland, Ohio;
St. Joseph), women's basketball; Jon Howell
(Grand Haven, Michigan; Grand Haven),
men's swimming and diving; and Missi

Illinois; Schlarman),
women's swimming and diving. Honors for
the track and field teams will be awarded
following the conclusion
of the spring
Nelson

(Danville,

season.
The men's' basketball team concluded the
season with an overall record of
and a
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
mark of
Kenyon tied for third place in
the NCAC's South Division and lost in the
opening round of the NCAC tournament to
Ohio Wesleyan University,
A high-poiof the season for the Lords was upsetting last year's NCAC tournament champion,
Allegheny College,
At that point, the
win streak as
Lords put together a
they went on to defeat Bethany and Earlham
colleges.
B.J. Kenyon led the Lords in virtually
every statistical category and was named
He led the
honorable mention
squad with 15.5 points and 8.3 rebounds per
game. He shot 48.9 percent from the floor
(150 of 307) and 74.5 percent from the charity stripe (70 or 94). He dished out 37 assists,
had 17 steals, and blocked 6 shots. He was
ranked seventh in the NCAC for scoring and
third for rebounding.
The women's basketball team posted a
overall and were 8 in the
record of
conference and placed third in the South
Division. The Ladies lost their opening round
game of the NCAC tournament, to Ohio
Wesleyan,
Kenyon's favorite targets
were Denison University and Earlham, as the
Ladies beat both of these teams twice during
the year.
Douglas was the Ladies' leading scorer
with 12.3 points per game. She was third on
the squad for rebounding with 5.5 boards per
game. She shot 34 percent from the field (107
of 315) and 63.4 percent from the line (45 of
71). She handed out 44 assists, had 19 steals,
and blocked 2 shots. She was also named
honorable mention
and was ranked tenth in the conference for scoring.
8--
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The men's swim team continued its streak
of NCAA titles by winning its eleventh consecutive championship. Kenyon tallied 653.5
points to defeat the University of California
at San Diego (UCSD) who garnered 535.5
points. Kenyon became the first school in the
history of the NCAA to win 1 straight titles.
The Lords also won their sixth straight
NCAC title, to give Kenyon 37 consecutive
conference championships (31 with the Ohio
Athletic Conference).
1

Howell paced the Lords this season and
won 4 national titles. For the third straight
freeyear, he was the winner in the
style. He also took the crown in the 100
freestyle. His other titles came in the 200 and
400 freestyle relay. In addition, Howell earned 3 more
honors to give him 7
for the year. He completes his career with
honors.
national titles and 21
The women's swim team made NCAA history by winning its seventh consecutive national title, a feat never before achieved by
any women's team in any division. The
Ladies also had to defeat UCSD, 506 to 443.
Like the men, the Ladies also won their sixth
straight conference title. Kenyon has now
won 15 consecutive conference or state titles.
Nelson was the guiding force for the
Ladies and was named the NCAC Swimmer
of the year. An illness prevented her from full
competition at the national championship,
however, she still placed in the 1650 freestyle
ad earned
honor. She
her career with 3 national titles and 13
50-ya- rd

11

Combo at Nationals

were sophomores Carrie Nealon in the 1650
divfreestyle and Anne Kelley in the
ing. Nealon, who was defending her title in
the 1650 was also a member of Kenyon's winning 800 freestyle relay team. Kelley became
Kenyon's first womam to win a national diving title. She also set NCAA and Kenyon varsity records with her score of 438.55 points.
Kenyon's leading scorer was freshman Jennifer Carter with 81 points. She was on three
winning relay teams and placed second in
three events. In her individual races, she
placed behind UCSD swimmer Catherine
of the
Capriles, who was named
Year and set national records with each of
her victories. Assistant coach Murett commented that "Jennifer had a tough three days
of competition. She had the most visible
competition with Capriles, and she went after
her every time."
Carter was followed by sophomores Kristie
Stacy, with 78 points, and junior Kami
Mathews with 72. Freshman Carolyn
Peticolas was the Ladies' second leading
freshman scorer and was fourth overall with
61 points. Maggie Pasek had good swims,
and she set a freshman record by finishing
sixth in the 200 medley relay on Friday night.
That gave UCSD the opportunity to close the
gap on Kenyon when they placed second and
tallied 34 points. It was the first time that
Kenyon had not won a relay at nationals.
Secondly, Kenyon was without one of its
top scorers, senior Missi Nelson, for most of
the meet. Due to medical complications, she
was forced to spend three days in the hospital
the week prior to nationals. Nevertheless, she
competed in both the 500 and 1650 freestyles.
"It took a lot of courage for Missi to swim
those races," says Murrett. "She had to readjust her expectations as an athlete and not
let the disappointment of not being a contender
get to her. It was a painful race for her."
Nelson, who finished eleventh in the 1650,
completes
her career with thirteen
honors and three national titles.
3-me-
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The following week, the men traveled
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where they won eig
of twenty events, including three of fi
relays. Seventeen
men earned 58 A
American honors. The Lords posted 65
points to defeat UCSD who tallied 53.'
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The men's track and field team completed
the year in eighth place in the NCAC with 32
points. The Lords opened the season by placing seventh in the NCAC Relays. Kenyon was
led this season by junior Ken Cole (Board-maOhio; Boardman). He was the Lords'
only athlete to win an event at the conference
championship. His title was in the triple jump
with a distance of 42'6".
The women's track and field team placed
sixth in the conference with 19 points. At the
NCAC Relays, the Ladies were fourth.
Leading the way for Kenyon was freshman
n,

Rani Woodard (St. Louis, Missouri;
Clayton) who placed third at the conference
d
with a time of
championship in the
62.52 seconds. She was also a member of
440-yar-

Kenyon's mile relay team which also placed

third.
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Winning individual titles for the Lor. it o
were senior Jon Howell in the 50 and 35SU1
freestyles, sophomores Shawn Kelly in t ludi
400 IM and 200 butterfly, and senior Da juil
Wenz in the 200 freestyle. Howell's win in jnd
50 freestyle marked the third consecutive ye; bot
that he has won the event, while for KelK and
was his second year for winning the 200
Tl
Wenz has been a national champion in ret oun
events, but his win in the 200 freestyle wash ide
first in an individual event.
half
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Members of winning relay teams
Patrick Kearney, John Landreth, L
Slatoff, Brian Dowdell, Brent Fergustr
Howell, Kelly, and Wenz.
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Six seniors completed their careers at th
Li
meet, Howell, Llerandi, Tom Magowa:
Lore
Parker Nash, Scott Sporte, and Wer;
or
Howell finished his career with eleven NCA
;uiu
titles and twenty-on- e
honor
In
while Wenz won eight NCAA titles and eig;
:mb.
teen
honors. Magowan wast sth
eight-tim- e
while Nash ar )Ut
Sporte each earned
sta:.
nd
once.
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In last week's issue of "Sports Illustrated.
Jim Steen commented on his winning streaL
According to him, he thinks that it would
a positive experience if one of his teams
nationals. It would give them a new bed;
ning something to strive for. We can or
wonder what the future has in store for Ken;;
swimming.
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Kenyon Boys of Summer Are Cold

T
.am
flat

By C. Alfred Mellowes
The most interesting stat for the 1 Kenyon Lords baseball team is that it has been
ahead in seven of those games.
This trend began down South over Spring
Break and has continued into the Ohio portion of the young 1990 season.
The problem, essentially, is that both the
pitching and hitting are still on vacation. If
one is working, it can carry a ballclub until
the other facet comes around. Neither has
come around yet for Kenyon.
The high hopes of Kenyon's season rested
on its offense coming into this season. Kenyon managed to score just 18 runs during its
southern campaign, which covered six games
against Bethel, Warner Southern, Grand
Valley State, Marion, and Wheaton. Worse
than that, 16 of those 18 runs were scored in
two of the six games.
The hitting is being led by Jason Bertsch
(.380), Jason Huddleston (.333), and Josh
Webber (.273). After that, not one man currently is batting over .230. The team batting
average is in the low .200 range. Although
Roger Colson is 6 for 8 on stolen base attempts (all coming down South), Kenyon is
having problems advancing runners and driving them in. To witness, Kenyon left an
average of 10 men stranded per game over
those first six contests.
While Kenyon scored 18 runs in those six
games, they were being scored upon 47 times.
0--

1

Considering that the Lords were ahead ;
some point in four of those six games, it
evident that they are having trouble hold:
leads once they get them.
The pitching problems manifested their.

&
?re
yon
ng
play

selves this weekend at Case, where the Ke: had
yon staff issued 24 walks in the three garr,; :riui
up in Cleveland.
A
Also going bad for the Lords is luck. Wei
never catches the breaks Jou
team that is
needs. Take a look at injuries for Kenyon
Greg Smith, the promising young
Mni
is out with mononucleosis. John P first
sano, first baseman, has appendicitis. Senic K
Joe D'Addario's ligament damage to his
c
knee will keep him out.
Jefi
The infield arrangement has everyone oc and
of position. Move Bertsch from third k oft
short, Colson from left to second (for D'Ai
C
dario), and Chris Wasson from the outfit Lor
to first if you're keeping score at home.
ten
To further add to Kenyon's woes, Huil- 1
dleston, the catcher, will eventually ha' nati
shoulder surgery.
Cat
Will Kenyon turn around and win its net mat
10 or 15 games? Well, probably not, but the! ran
probably have had the worst of it from the: I
standpoint. In other words, while they sit mat
must face the likes of Wesleyan and Woosiet def
they will hopefully be somewhat in bette' pla;
health at the plate and on the mount)
Regardless of the schedule that still remain G
they must concern themselves with the linen;
at hand and let the hits fall where they may
A

0-- 11

:--

6,

shoe-stop-
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By Molly Roll
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Lords, Ladies Lacrosse Look To NCAC After Break
9.

must be the haircuts.

correlation between
men's lacrosse team's amazing perfor--anc- e
on their traditional, season opening
rip and the shabby condition of the majority
if the players' heads. The Lords left Kenyon
iree weeks ago with full heads of hair and a
There must be some

ie

it of apprehension, and returned victorious,
inured and bald. The trip south; which in- -

at Lynchburg, Pfeiffer and
:
i
i
l rluiuj wiiu an :mipicivc
t.
jUllloru, icu luc
many
answered
questions
record,
and
md
ibout the young team's ability to score goals
aid win games.
The first contest, at Lynchburg College,
Lords on the losing
ound the travel-wear- y
1
halftime score, but the second
de of a
all Kenyon. Led by explosive
alf was
;eshman attackman Pero Dagbovie, who
illied an amazing 5 goals, The Lords battled
stops

luded
. .ir
1

6--

11--

credit.
The final game resulted in a disappointing
loss to a tough Guilford team by a score of
16-Many of the Lords felt that a combination of fatigue coupled with the promise of
the upcoming vacation led to the poor showing. Some players did feel, however, that

Jarrett

many other Kenyon students the
ords and Ladies tennis teams also headed
over break but didn't
ir warmer climates
jite reach the madness of Florida beaches.
Instead the squads crunched into vans and
abarked on their spring season successfully
they played a total of
matches through-j- t
Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina
nd Tennessee.
The Ladies, last year's NCAA Division 111
jnner-uwon five of their six matches with
Like

;

1 1

p,

young team.

relatively

such immediate success first year
,'oach Paul Wardlaw feels that the team is
:;ain on schedule to play successfully on the
aiional level.
"They are going to improve a lot before nazals," Wardlaw said noting that there
eems to be a total team effort in each match.
Everybody has contributed on any given
With

Wardlaw remarked.
The biggest victory for the Ladies team
.ame in a five and a half hour marathon
natch against sixth ranked Emory.
Sophomores Kathryn Lane and Stacy Bear
revailed at first and second singles, but Ken-o- n
lost the third through sixth singles mak-i- g
the team score 2 heading into doubles
lay. In order to win the match the Ladies
ad to sweep the doubles which they most
iimphantly did.
At first doubles Lane paired with Lisa
Veisman for a
5
win, while at second
doubles Bear and Tia Tartaglione prevailed
6,
4
and at third doubles Cindy
Smith and Britt Harbin bounced back from a
mt set loss to secure the Ladies' win,
H
Other highlights from the trip included the
iefeat of Division I power Davidson,
aid a close loss to second ranked University
if the
South,
Despite a 5 record over the break, the
ords also helped to uphold Kenyon's fine
;nnis reputation.
The men's team began the trip ranked 18th
ationally and chalked up wins against
atawba and Ripon. Yet the Lords best
natch came in a tcugh
4
loss to third
anked Washington College.
Leading the way for the Lords in this
natch was senior Adam Wadsworth who
defeated
the nation's 36th ranked singles

--

atch,"

4--

6-- 3,

By E. Ray Baird

After a successful series of scrimmages
over the spring break holiday against some of
the best womens' lacrosse teams on the

National Respect Down South

then pairing up for a victory at third doubles.
"Overall we're playing really well and a
good indication of our play was at
Washington College," Wardlaw said.
The Lords are led at 1st singles by
freshman sensation Ravi "The King" Kapoor
who is praised by both Wardlaw and his
fellow players.
"Ravi had a very good spring break and
has really picked his game up a level,"
Wardlaw said.
Sophomore Devin Stauffer agreed as commenting that, "Ravi is a shocking new star on
the national tennis scene with great wins
against Davidson (Division I) and Catawba

among others."
Also contributing for the Lords are
sophomores Bill Jonas, Ganter and Stauffer
at second, fourth, and sixth singles, seniors
Wadsworth and Register at third and fifth

adapted well to the coaching change with
Wardlaw.
"He does a very good job keeping the team
positive in the face of adversity," Stauffer

Eastern seaboard, the Kenyon women's
lacrosse team is ready to enter the regular
season. Yesterday the Ladies travelled to
Wooster to take on a Fighting Scot team with
a new look. The Wooster team has a new
coach and it is impossible to see what effect
that might make, but optimism has the
Ladies coming out ahead.
This upcoming Saturday is. the Ladies first
opportunity to play in front of the home fans
and they will try and not disappoint those
who turn out as they compete against
Earlham at ten o'clock and Indiana at noon.
The outlook for the rest of the season is
also optimistic. The combination of an experienced senior-lade- n
defense, and a balanced offense means that the team should
challenge for the conference title. The Ladies
defeated the perennial champion, Denison,
in a scrimmage during spring break. As long
as the Ladies stay healthy they are as good as
anyone in the area. Unfortunately, the position of First home is a spot where injuries
have taken their toll. Both Melissa Wood and
Alise Shuart are out. Hopefully, they can
return as soon as they are better and the
Ladies will progress towards the NCAC
crown and the
post-seaso-

said.

Wardlaw, who played first singles for four
years at the College of Wooster, says that
both tennis teams have worked more on conditioning for this season.
"We've done a lot of running and I don't
think any Kenyon player has lost a match this
year because he or she wasn't in shape."
Wardlaw comes to- Kenyon after a
coaching term at Illinois Benedictine and
comments that he is enjoying the Kenyon
atmosphere very much.
"Kenyon athletes are not necessarily into
aesthetics as much as effort" he said.
-

n.

Notes
Schedule
There is but one team playing at
home this weekend, and it is the Ladies
lacrosse team. Indiana and Earlham
visit Kenyon for games that begin at 10
in the morning on Saturday. The game
against Earlham represents the second
NCAC game for the team, as it goes
for its first ever league title.

Golf
golf team spent an adventuresome five days in Florida playing
The

singles.

Commented Wardlaw, "The key to our
team this year is our depth. There isn't much
difference between our first and sixth singles.
We've shown that we can play with anyone in
the country."
Stauffer commented that the break was "a
good time but we had some disappointing
losses." Still he remarked that the chemistry
between the Lords and Ladies was "gqpd" and

several
matches. Playing
with a Salem State team that was
without Tom "Gimme a wiener" Toby
and teams of club pro wannabees, the
Lords held their own. Matt Alcorn
returns as the top player and the team
should vie for the NCAC crown, as
long as its players get rides back from
the course and don't have to hitchhike.
pre-seas-

BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

PARTYSMART
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190,

Costa Mesa,

that, "In their traditional initiation the
freshman men drove naked into Atlanta."
Stauffer also felt that both teams have

CA

92626

on

Congratulations
Congragulations to Mike and Tina
Pilger! Cameron Michael Pilger was
born to the couple last Friday. Rumor
has it that Coach Pilger has the tyke
kicking a
ball around the
crib in between skating lessons.

6--

6--

d,

Women's Lacrosse

7--

6-- 3,

--

mid-fiel-

4.

Tennis Teams Gain
By Scott

4.

Coach Bill Heiser might have used his timeouts more effectively to slow the tempo when
it swung so strongly to Guilford's favor.
Overall the trip was a great success, giving
the Lords a very clear picture of their
strengths and weaknesses. The emergence of
Dagbovie as an offensive force, the inspired
play of Johnston and Meehan in the
and the continued strength of Chris
Alpaugh's goaltending are just a few of the
positive aspects which surfaced during the
opening week of the season. And let's not
forget those great haircuts'.

1-800-4-

It

Senior midfielder John
back to win 14-Lombardi credited much of the teams success
in that first game to fellow middies Andy
Meehan and Jimmy Johnston saying "their
intensity in the second half did much to raise
the entire team's level of play."
The Lords' second match at Pfeiffer College was much less exciting, but it provided
the Lords with another opportunity to
display their considerable offensive firepower
Junior defenseman Don
as they won
Thomas noted that, unlike the Lynchburg
game, "the defense was in control from the
start." Thomas currently leads the Lords in
controlling ground balls with 37 scoops to his

41-2337

By Grant Tennille

mini-socc-

7,

er

6-- 3.

Swimming

6-- 3,

5--

After winning his third consecutive NCAA
freestyle,
Division III title in the
senior Jon Howell earned the right to compete at the Division I championship held last
weekend at Indiana University.
50-ya- rd

4.

2--

--

--

;
.

!

,

X

-

-

5--

Player,

3-- 6,

6--

1,

Greg

7--

5.

were David Register and
Ganter at fifth and sixth singles and

Also winning

A slow start hampered Howell as he placed
of 49 swimmers with a time of
20.46. The winner was Brent Lang of the
University of Michigan in 1940. Howell's best
time in this event occurred at the 1990 Division III Championship when he won in 20.13,
a time which would have earned him
honors at the Division I level.
(Howell concludes his career with 21 Divihonors and 1 national
sion III
Division III titles.
twenty-sevent- h

K

-

Ail-Americ- an

Look out! Another rugby season is on the way! Stay tuned as Kenyon's undefeated men's squad
looks to claim its stake as the best Kenyon team ever. Surely, though, buffoonery and libation will
abound!!!

Ail-Americ- an

1
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Harassment

Wilhelm

Rodriguez

Continued from page one
said he is working with the Administration on
possible compromises to the document.
Professor Sheffield, commenting on Rust's
written objections published in the Minutes,
said he is pleased at the Senator's concern,
and emphasized the importance of students
showing interest in the protection of rights of
expression. A closer look at the statement,
however, would reveal to the reader the
"painstaking attempts" of the committee to
avoid infringement upon student rights. Professor Sheffield said it was important to
create a document which was not subjective,
so that the resulting policy being recommended to the College for adoption was not one
which would "condemn anyone's personal
sensibility." The document's objective standard allows for the avoidance of loopholes,
and (coupled with the more precise definition
of harassment) is especially vital when utilized in the context of the Judicial Board, which

Continued from page one
Wilhelm explained that he is looking forward to the transition to an institution that is
similar in type to Kenyon, one that "provides
high quality liberal arts and science education." He emphasized his happiness about remaining affiliated with the Great Lake's College Association (GLCA). Wilhelm worked
at Albion college for two years before he
came to Kenyon three years ago. He is comfortable with the networks he has created
with other people in his field from the
GLCA. Although he will miss Kenyon,
Wilhelm is pleased that the student populations of the two schools are very similar.
Barbara Gensemer, Director of the Career
Development Center, commented that, "I
will miss Hoyte and what he has done here at
the Career Development Center. At the same
time I am excited for him and his new opportunity at Wooster. I'm pleased that he'll still
be at one of the GLCA colleges.so we can
continue to exchange ideas."
Kenyon has begun a search for a new
Assistant Director of the Career Developreplacement is
ment Center. Wilhelm's
scheduled to start at the CDC on the first of

continued from page five
language of public society . . . My argument
has always been that the imperative is to get
children away from those languages that increase their sense of alienation from the
public society."
In his professional life, Rodriguez sees
himself "straddling two worlds of writing:
journalism and literature." As a journalist,
he is concerned with the political and social
issues of the day, but as a writer, he wishes to
"break down the line separating the prosaic
world from the poetic word. I try to write
about everyday concerns an educational
issue, say, or the problems of the unemployedbut to write about them as powerfully, as richly, as well as I can." Journalist
Rodriguez serves as a contributing editor to
the Los Angeles Times and as an associate
editor of the Pacific News Service, in addition to regularly contributing to Harper's,
The American Scholar, and The New

handles matters of this nature.
With regard to the issue of intent, Professor Baumann said the committee wanted
to state what it thought was harassment, but
didn't want to write something that would
quash free speech. The key issue is determining whether an action is merely ordinary
or actual harassment is the intent
of the student involved, not just the effect of
the action, and Professor Baumann feels intention can be proven because the definition
is a good one: "It's a good set of guidelines
for reasonable people."
in-sensiti-

The
prised

July.

community.
The committee will meet again on Thursday, March 29 to further discuss the calendar
and prepare it for presentation to President
Jordan. Edwards remarked, "The committee
can do no more than recommend." President
Jordan has the authority to make the final

ad hoc committee comof professors Baumann, Shefield
and Joan Slonczewski as well as students Ed
Curtis, Rachel Tucker and Peter Wernink
benefitted from fact that it was not a
solely
council; instead, they
concentrated on how a broadened definition
of harassment would work amongst the Ken-yo- n
student population. The members did,
however, have a chance to examine
statements created by other universities and
the legal difficulties their documents spawned.
Professor Sheffield, who is the only
faculty member with a law degree, emphasized
the fact that his place on the committee
was as a faculty member, not as a lawyer.
law-concern-

Rodriguez's appearance is sponsored
Department of Modern Fore
Languages anu Literatures ana uepanrr.;-oAnthropology and Sociology, in conju:.
tion with the College's Faculty Lecturest:
Committee. Both presentations are free t
open to the public.
Kenyon's

f

Room.

' The Nation's Bed & Breakfast

for Poets & Writers

Pudding House
60 N. Main St.
Johnstown, Ohio 43031

Women
continued from page three
The sponsors of the conference hope that

other faculty members, current students and
alumnae will participate as well in order to
explore as fully as possible the question,
"Whither Kenyon women?"
This program is receiving additional support from the Crozier Board, Student
Lectureships
and Women's and Gender

FREE Breakfast, FREE use of Electric Typewriter, all the paper you can
while here. Beautiful Comfortable Rooms wwriting desk, on 2 bike paths,;
blocks from community park, 12 block from Town Square, kitch;
priv. weekly rates negotiable. Services for prosbeginners. Home of the
Ohio Poetry Therapy Center & Library &
Pudding Magazine & Publications.

e;

614-967-60-

Professor Baumann said that although the
views of the committee members were quite
diverse, "there was a "remarkable" cohesion:
"We agreed on the basic principles, and
wrestled on the edges." Professor Sheffield
was "quite impressed" with the student
members' objectivity and the level of their
participation.
The Senate invites written comments on
the harassment statement to be submitted to
the Senate President, Professor John Ma- -

60

ReservationDeposit Required,

studies.

7
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News from OCS
All or part of junior year in SCOTLAND. Come and talk to John Alexander frorr.
UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW, 4:10 p.m. MONDAY APRIL 2 in Acland Semim

decision.

ed

s.

1

Continued from page one

six-memb- er

Mexican-American-

OCS is now making appointments for current sophomores considering study:::
abroad during SPRING semester 1991. Call 5637.
Program application dates for students approved for fall or full year 1990-9fast approaching (indeed some have past!). So check on the due date of yours and s;
your forms in to OCS office ASAP.

Calendar

vity

Republic, while writer Rodriguez will y
publish Mexico's Children: Essays
California, which delves into the lives
other
As further evidence of his literary su;
and reputation as a spokesman for Mexk:
Americans, Rodriguez was invited to
iand present a segment on the U.S.-Meborder for "Frontiers," a British Brc;
casting Corporation (BBC) production.
a lung auu Lunvuiuieu pain rom a cantor
casa to the halls of the BBC, but one
worth traversing with Rodriguez as the gui:

Operated by Jennifer

&

14 day Cancellation policy,
Jim Bosveld, Member OBBA, ABBA

Seniors
continued from page three
frames of the pictures, to insure that the
viewer does not miss the reference.
The exhibit of these senior exercises in
studio art are on view only though Saturday,
March 31 at Olin Gallery, so make sure you
don't miss it; the talent exhibited in that
gallery is incredible!

The Shoppes
0
8
a.m.
Delivery Until 2 a.m.
Located in the Basement of Peirce Hall
p.m.-12:3-

Weekly Specials as Follows:
We offer free video rentals while
dining, pinball games, Juke box,
and popcorn is always free.

S

Tuesday Night "Steak Night" All the steak,
potatoes, clams and salad you can
eat only $1.50
(5:30-7:30-

).

Wednesday Night "DJ Night" with party music
and dancing. Also all food items $1.00
off and drinks are free.
Friday Night

--

zza

r
10728 Kenyon Road
427-287-

6

Rt. 308

P.O. Box 54

Gambier, Ohio 43022

i., ffi cn
AfV

Flowers & Gifts
Marie Duianey, Owner

(8 p.m. 10 p.m.)

All-you-can-eat-pi-

427-330-

0.

t'le ShPPes is always available
sPecia' unct'ons' social gatherings
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